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Abstract

Āryabhaa I (476 AD), Brahmagupta (598 AD), Bhāskara II (1114 AD) and others have discussed
methods of interpolation for evaluating values of trigonometric functions. However Brahmagupta is
credited for using second-difference interpolation formula to evaluate various values of Hindu
trigonometric functions. The main purpose of this paper is to present a brief account of the work done on
interpolation by Brahmagupta in his astronomical work Khaakhādyaka. Further we give a remark on
its probable impact on other cultural areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Construction of tabular R-sines and
difference and interpolated functional values
corresponding to intervening values of the
argument, for their use in various astronomical
determination, have been found to be common in
India from very early centuries of AD( Chatterjee,
1970). The Indian astronomer Āryabhaa I (476
AD) used the first order finite difference to
calculate tabular sine-differences. From his
composition Āryabhaīya II, we obtain a rule for
finding tabular sine-differences equivalent to the
relation (Gupta, 1969)

∆2 Sin x = – k sin x

Later mathematicians and astronomers
used more proficient methods in search of more
and more accurate result.

In seventh century AD, Brahmagupta
made use of second difference interpolation for
calculation of correct Bhogyakhaa probably for
the first time in the history of mathematics
(Chatterjee, 1970). He made remarkable

achievements in the field of mathematics and
astronomy which proved as guidance for several
succeeding astronomers and mathematicians. In
this paper an attempt has been made to bring out
to light the improved rule of interpolation by using
second difference given by Brahmagupta in his
astronomical treatise Khaakhādyaka and its
further elucidation by later mathematicians as
Bhāskarācārya and Govindasvāmi.

2. ĀRYABHAT.A’S USE OF INTERPOLATION

FORMULA

From the classical age of Indian
mathematics Āryabhaa was the first in the line of
great mathematicians and astronomers
(Wikipedia). He is credited for discovering the
sine-function and for giving the table of
sine-differences (Ramasubramanian, 2010).
Āryabhaa’s table of sine is a table of the first
differences of the values of trigonometric sine
expressed in arc minute. In his composition
Āryabhaīya, he gave a method for computation
of R sines geometrically, which yielded a table of
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24 R Sine-differences at intervals of 225 (Joseph,
2009).

From his Āryabhaīya we found the
following verse enunciating the method of linear
proportion for obtaining tabular sine-difference
(Sharma & Shukla, 1976; Singh, 2010)

izFkekP;kiT;k/kkZ/kS:ua [kafMra f}rh;k/kZA
rr~izFkeT;k/kkZ 'kLSR;SLR;S :ukfu 'ks"kkf.kAA

(Gaitapāda 12)

The first R sine divided by it gives the quotient
(q). Now to obtain the second sine first sine is added
to the same (i.e. the first sine) and diminished by
the quotient. Similarly other Sines are obtained by
successively subtracting the sum of the entire
quotient from the first sine and adding the result
successively to the last of the already obtained
Sines.

In modern notations

The first jyā* = jyā 225 = 225 (as 8th part

of 30° =  = 225)

Or d1 = R sin θ = Rθ = 225

= d1 + 225 – q1    

= 449

d3 = d2 + 225 – (q1 + q)

Hence   dn = dn – 1 + 225 – (q1 + q2 + … + qn)

n = 1, 2,…24

It can be summarized as dn = dn – 1 + d1 - qt

(* Here Jyā is the radius multiplied by modern
sine)

From Sūryasiddhanta (c. 400 AD), an
earlier text than Āryabhaīya, we also find the same
formula along with a list of 24 R sines (Chatterjee,
1970; Sharma & Shukla, 1976; Srinivasiengar,
1967). Hence it is a matter of contemplation that
whether Āryabhaa himself constructed his table
of sine or borrowed its idea from Sūryasiddhānta.

Āryabhaa constructed his table of Sines taking r
(radius) = 3438

(As circumference of a circle = 360° = 360 x 60 =
21600 minute

His table shows only the Sines of multiple

of . For finding the Sines of other angles

between 0° and 90° he made use of the method of
interpolation i.e. by applying the method of
proportion to the difference (Singh, 2010). His
Sine table is as follows (Mallaya, 2000 and Singh,
2010):

Table 1. Sine Table

No. Angle Āryabhaa’s Jyā Modern
Or Hindu Sine 3438 ×(Sin θθθθθ)

1. 3°45 225 224.85
2. 7°20 449 448.95
3. 11°15 671 670.72
4. 15°0 890 889.82
5. 18°45 1105 1105.01
6. 22°30 1315 1315.05
7. 26°15 1520 1520.58
8. 30°0 1719 1719.00
9. 33°45 1910 1910.05
10. 37°30 2093 2092.09
11. 41°15 2267 2266.08
12. 45°0 2431 2431.01
13. 48°45 2585 2584.08
14. 52°30 2728 2727.55
15. 56°15 2859 2858.55

Contd...
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No. Angle Āryabhaa’s Jyā Modern
Or Hindu Sine 3438 ×(Sin θθθθθ)

16. 60°0 2978 2977.04
17. 63°45 3084 3083.45
18. 67°30 3177 3176.06
19. 71°15 3256 3255.75
20. 75°0 3321 3320.85
21. 78°45 3372 3371.95
22. 82°30 3409 3408.75
23. 86°15 3431 3430.85
24. 90°0 3438 3438

Hence it is clear that Āryabhaa made use
of the interpolation formula for finding the sine
values and after him another eminent scholar
Brahmagupta extended his interpolation formula
up to second difference interpolation formula.

3. BRAHMAGUPTA’S INTERPOLATION FORMULA

Brahmagupta (598 AD) was a great
mathematical prodigy born in Bhinmal city in the
state of Rajasthan of Northwest India. He was the
son of Jiugupta. His achievements and
contributions glorified the Indian mathematics and
astronomy. He made use of mathematics and
algebra in predicting astronomical events.
(Wikipedia).

His two principle works are
Brāhmasphua Siddhānta and Khaakhādyaka.
Khaakhādyaka is an expository book on
astronomy, which consists of mainly two parts
Pūrvakhaakhādyaka and Uttarakhaa-
khādyaka. In the Uttarakhanakhādyaka part of
his book he had discussed many innovative ideas
for the calculation of natakāla, mandaparidhi and
sīghraparidhi, which are especially useful for the
calculation of an eclipse. His description of the
motions of the planets and stars were based mainly
on mathematical calculation to a degree that had
not been achieved by earlier astronomers. But the
most glorious innovation was that he calculated
correct Bhogyakhaa by the method of

interpolation, using the second difference – for
the first time in the history of mathematics
(Chatterjee, 1970).

3.1 Interpolation formula for equal intervals

In his astronomical treatise
Khaakhādyaka he had given the table of Sines
and interpolation formula for finding the values
of Sines at different intervals. From
Uttarakhaakhādyaka, we get the improved rule
of interpolation by using the second difference.

In Uttarakhaakhādyaka, he termed the
correct tabular difference by the name
Sphuabhogyakhaa and also gave the methods
of finding it for calculating Jyā, Utkramajyā,
Krānti and Mandaphala. To evaluate
Sphuabhogyakhaa, he multiplied the Vikala by
half the difference of the Gatakhanā (GK) and
the Bhogyakhaa (BK) and divides the product
by 900. Now this result is either added or
subtracted from half the sum of GK and BK
accordingly as this half sum is less or greater than
the BK. In each case we get the required
Sphuabhogyakhaa (Chatterjee, 1970). [Here
Vikala is the remainder left after subtracting as
many tabular differences of Jyās etc. as possible]

To explain this procedure following
example is taken from Varuna’s commentary.

Find Jyā 2 signs 28°57′44′′

2 signs 28°57′44′′ = 5 × 900′ + 837′44′′

Hence we see that five differences or
khanās 39, 36, 31, 24, 15 have been passed. The
next Khanā 5 is Bhogyakhaa, 15 is
Gatakhaa (refer Table 2) and 837′44′′ is Vikala
(Chatterjee, 1970).

Sphuabhogyakhaa =
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Hence the required jyā can be calculated as
follows:

The required Jyā 

passed

 (as 44′′ = 0.73

min)

= 4.976 +145 = 149.976

From Uttarakhaakhādyaka (UKK) we
obtain the following śloka also which describes
the Brahmagupta′s interpolation rule for equal
intervals (Gupta, 1969 and Sharma, 1189).

xrH k k s X; [k.MdkUrjnyfodyo/ k kr ~
'krSuZokfHkjkIR;kA
rn;qfrny ;qrksu HkksaX;kn~uf/koka HkksX;e~A

UKK IX.8
Multiply half the difference of the tabular
difference (dt) and the difference to be passed over
(dt+1) by the residual arc (θ in minutes) and divide
by 900 minutes (h). The result is added to or
subtracted from half the sum (of dt and dt+1)
according to whether this half sum is less than or
greater than the tabular difference to be crossed.
Hence obtained result is the true functional
difference to be crossed (Rao, 1994)

           UKK 8

In modern notations it can be shown as:

…(1)

accordingly as dt < dt +1 or dt > dt +1 …(2)

keeping θ = nh and using (1) in (2), and

we get

This formula is similar to the Newton-
Stirling formula up to the second difference term
(Gupta, 1979).

For table of Sines, we get the following
śloka from his manuscript Khaakhādyaka
(Chatterjee, 1970).

f=a'kr luojlsUnqftu ¼frfFk½ fo"k;kx`gk)Z pkikuk
v)ZT;k [k.Mkfu T;k HkqDrSD;a lHkksE;Qye~ AA

KK I.3

Thirty increased severally by 9, 6, 1 and 24, 15
and 5 are the tabular differences of Sines at intervals
of half a sine. For any arc the ‘sine’ is the sum of
the parts passed over increased by the proportional
part of the tabular difference to be passed
over.

It can be expressed in tabular form as
follows

Table 2. Brahmagupta’s table of Sines

S. Angle Sine           Sine-differences
No. (in degrees) First Second

Difference Difference

1. 0 0
392. 15 39 -3

3. 30 75 36 -5
4. 45 106 31 -7
5. 60 130 24 -9
6. 75 145 15
7. 90 150 5

-10
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Using above table we can find the value
of R sin 57° with the help of following procedure:

57° = 3420 min = 900 × 3 + 720

h = 15° = 15 × 60 = 900 min

From table it is clear that three of the
tabular differences are considered as passed over:
the last one being 31 (dt) and the one to be passed
over is 24 (dt+1) and we see that dt > dt+1

Hence from equation (1) true tabular
difference is

Hence

R sin 57°

 = 125.76

Similarly we can also find the value of R
sin 67° by using the same procedure:

67° = 4020 min = 900 × 4 + 420

Here 24 is (dt) and15 is (dt+1) and we see that dt >
dt+1

Hence from equation (1) true tabular
difference is

Hence

Its modern value is 138.08, which is very
nearer to the value as has been calculated by
Brahmagupta’s Interpolation formula.

From Table (1) we have the value of

R sin 56°15′ = 2859

and R sin 60°0′ = 2978

Hence we see the difference in the two given
intervals is

3°45′ or 225′ = 119 for 1 = 119

For  

or 

Thus  R sin 57° = Rsin 56°15 + 45

= 2859 + 23.26 = 2882 (appr.)

where R = 3438 hence 3438

Sin 57° = 2882 Sin 57°= 0.8373

if we consider R = 150 then we have the value of
R Sin 57° as

R sin 57° = 150 × 0.8373

= 125.74 (appr.)

Similarly the value of R sin 67° (for R = 3438) by
using Āryabhaa’s table is

R sin 67° 30 = 3177

R sin 71° 15 = 3256

The difference in the two given intervals is 225 =
79
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R sin 67° = 3177 – 10.53 = 3166.47 (when R =
3438)

Sin 67° = 0.9210

when R =150 then

R sin 67° = 138.15 (appr.)

Now we evaluate these values by modern methods
[Mallayya, 2000]

Sin 57° = 0.8387 (appr.)

when R =150 then

R sin 57° = 150 × 0.8387= 125.8 (appr.)

Sin 67°= 0.9205 (appr.)

when R =150 then

R sin 67° = 150 × 0.9205 = 138.08 (appr.)

Other values are listed in the table 3.

On comparing the different values of R
sinθ we obtain the following table which
represents the different values of R sinθ at different
intervals as calculated by two different methods,
first by using Āryabhaa’s table and second by
using Brahmagupta’s Interpolation formula.
Moreover these values are then compared with the
values of R sinθ calculated by modern methods
and we see that the variations are a little.

Comparing Āryabhaa’s Rsine values and
Brahmagupta’s Rsine values with modern values
of R sinè, we found that there is striking similarity
between the results obtained by different methods.

3.2 Interpolation formula for unequal intervals

From his manuscript Khaakhādyaka we
also find the use of interpolation formula in finding
any intermediate value when the given data is at
unequal intervals. He also made use of it in
computing the gatiphala (change in the equation)
correspond to any given gati (change in anomaly)
when the tabulated values of the gatiphala
(xfrQy) are at unequal intervals (Gupta,1969).

From this astronomical treatise we obtain
the relevant couplet for finding the true functional
difference to be passed over

HkqDr xfr Qyka'k xq.kk HkksX; xfrHkqZDr xfr ârk
yC/ke~A
HkqDr% xrs% Qy HkkxkLrn~ HkksX; QykUrjk/kZ gre~AA

fodya HkksX; xfr âra yC/ksuksukf/kda QySD;k/kZe~A
HkksX; Qyknf/kdksua rn~ HkksX; Qya LQqVa HkofrAA

(Khaa Khādyaka, IX, 12-13, etc.)

On dividing the product of last gatiphala (Dp)(in
degrees) and current gati (hp+1) by the last gati (hp);
we obtain the “adjusted” last gatiphala (dp).
Multiply half the difference of the “adjusted” last
gatiphala and the current gatiphala by the residual
arc and divide by the current gati. The new result
is added or subtracted from half the sum of the
“adjusted” last gatiphala and the current gatiphala
accordingly whether this half sum is less or more
than the current gatiphala. The final result is the
true current gatiphala (Dt) i.e. true functional
difference to be passed cover (Gupta,19692).

Table 3

S. Arc θθθθθ Value of Rsinθ θ θ θ θ as Calculated Value of Rsinθ θ θ θ θ as calculated Value of Rsinθθθθθ
No. (deg.) from Āryabhaa’s table by using Brahmagupta’s as calculated by

R = 150 Interpolation formula modern methods
R = 150 R = 150

1. 37° 90.25 90.08 90.272
2. 47° 109.64 109.61 109.703
3. 57° 125.74 125.76 125.8
4. 67° 138.15 138.12 138.08
5. 77° 146.08 146.24 146.26
6. 87° 149.77 149.80 149.79
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In modern notation it can be shown as:

or   

addition or subtraction can be taken accordingly

as  is less or greater than dp+1 i.e.

accordingly as dp is less or greater than dp+1.

To obtain desired result

where x = ap = h1 + h2 + …..

f (x) = D1 + D2 + ….+ Dp

In particular case when the intervals are equal

i.e. hp = hp+1

We will have  dp = Dp

Then the rule will takes the form of its
earlier rule that is for equal intervals.

Muniśvara in seventeenth century AD
attempted to modify Brahmagupta’s Interpolation
formula in order to obtain more accurate results.
It has been lucidly explained by R. C. Gupta
(1979).

4. BHāSKARA II FORM OF INTERPOLATION

FORMULA

Bhāskara II (b. 1114 AD), a renowned
mathematician of twelfth century, is well known
for his compositions Līlāvatī, Bījagaita and
Siddhānta- Śiromai He had computed the
interpolation formula for finding the tabular
difference which is same as had been computed
by Brahmagupta , only he used h = 10° instead of
h = 15° (=900) (Gupta, 1969).

Bhāskara II gave the following relevant
couplet in the Grahagaita part of his Siddhānta-
Śiromai,

;krS";;ks% [k.Md;ksfoZ'ks"k%
'ks"kka'k fu?uks u[kâr~ rnwueA

;qra xrS";SD; nya LQqVa L;kr~
ØeksRØeT;k dj.ks·= HkksX;e~AA16AA
(Siddhānta-Śiromai II (Spastādhikāra), 16)

(Shastri, 1957)

The difference of the tabular difference
passed over and tabular difference to be passed
over is multiplied by the residual arc θ and divided
by 20. In case of sine this result is subtracted from
half the sum of tabular difference passed over (Dp)
and tabular difference to be passed over (DP+1) and
in case of versed sine this result is added to the
sum of Dp and DP+1. Here Dp is the tabular
difference passed over and DP+1 is the tabular
difference to be passed over.

That is 

For computing sine and versed sine we have to
take the negative and positive sign respectively.

The tabular differences at the end and
beginning of the current intervals are (Dp+1) and

 respectively. Then the correction

will be (Gupta, 1969).

Combining it with  we get

the required Dt.

As tabular difference (apacaya) for sine
and increase (upacaya) in case of versed sine, thus
we have to add or subtract the correction term
(Gupta, 1969).
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Hence

is the required expression for the ‘true’
Bhogyakhaa Dt.

5. GOVINDASVA–MI’S RULES FOR

INTREPOLATION

Govindasvāmi (c.800-850) was an
astronomer of Kerala whose most famous treatise
was a commentary on the Mahābhāskrīya of
Bhāskara I( Mallaya,2008). Bhāskara I wrote the
Mahābhāskrīya in about 600 AD and in 830 AD
Govindasvāmi wrote commentary on it by the
name Bhāya. One of the most interesting aspects
of the commentary however is Govindasvāmi s
construction of the sine-table. Indian
mathematicians and astronomers constructed sine-
table with great precision. In his commentary
Bhāsya he enunciated a set of particular rules of
making second order interpolation to compute the
intermediary functional values. Different formulas
had been laid down for different argument
intervals. The relevant text from his commentary
is as follows:

xPN|kr xq.kkUrjkgr oiq;kZrS";fn"okluPNs&
nkH;kl lewg dkeqZd Ñfr izkIrkr~] f=fHkLrkfMrkr~A
oSns% "kM~fHkjokIreUR; xq.kts jk';ks% Øekn~] vUR;Hks
xUrO;kgr orZeku xq.ktkPpkikIresdkfnfHk%AA
vUR;knqRØer% Øes.k fo"keS% fo'k"kS% f{kisn~
Hk³~oRokIra] ;fn ekSfoZdk fof/kj;a e[;k% Øekn~
orZrsA
'kks/;a O;qRØerLrFkkÑr&Qya -------
(Govindasvāmi’s commentary on Mahābhāskrīya)
(Shastri, 1957)

For first and second term, multiply the difference
of the last and the current sine- difference i.e. (Dp

– Dp+1) by the two parts of the elemental arc h (made
by any intermediary point on it). Now multiply it
by three and divide by the square of the elemental
arc (Gupta, 1969).

Now for the first term divide the so
obtained result by four and by six for the second
term.

According to these rules, we have

(Suppose first quadrant has 24 equal divisions)

First term

 when p = 1 to 7

For second term

 when p = 8 to 15

For the third term, multiply the linearly
proportional part of the current sine- difference
by remaining part of the elemental arc. Hence

Third term

  when p = 16 to 23

On dividing the so obtained result by the
odd numbers 1, 3, 5 etc. accordingly as the current
sine difference is first, second, third when counted
from the end in the reversed order.

The final result thus obtained is added to
one portion of the current sine- difference to obtain
the Bhogyaphala (true sine-difference)

By the ordinary first order linear

interpolation we obtain , and E is the term

got by second order interpolation.

These are the rules of computing sine-
difference for direct sines. Apply the rules in the
reversed order in case of versed sine and the above
corrections are to be subtracted from the respective
differences (got by linear interpolation).
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Using as the finite difference operation and
hth step-length, the rule for the second rāśi (30 to
60) may be put as:

It is the modern form of Govindasvāmi’s
rule and is a particular form of the general Newton-
Gauss interpolation formula to the second-order
(Rao, 1994). It is equivalent to that of
Brahmagupta’s interpolation rule for equal knots.

6. CONCLUSION

Indian mathematicians carried out a
constant search at least from the time of Āryabhaa
I (b. 476 AD); for accurate method of interpolation
especially in respect of sine-values for
intermediate angles. Moreover for the accurate
computation of the motion of celestial bodies
requires more sophisticated interpolation
technique than just first order. Hence Brahmagupta
(b. 598 AD) used a second difference interpolation
formula, which was rediscovered nearly a
thousand years later and termed as Newton-
Stirling formula.

Hence we can see that the work of
Āryabhaa and Brahmagupta on interpolation
technique proved as fertile soil for further
exploration. Preceding mathematicians like
Bhāskara II, Govindasvāmi, Mādhava worked on
it and further Newton, Gauss, Gregory and Bessel
etc. extended this up to nth difference term, which
is used in many advanced astronomical researches.
Scientists became able to acquire immense
information and knowledge about solar and lunar
eclipses and movement of stars by using this
interpolation technique. In present scenario it is
still being searched out.
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